
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 



Letter from the Secretary-General 

Highly Esteemed Participants, 

My name is Yasemin EFE and I am currently a student in Ankara Gazi Anatolian Highschool. After  

having participated in this conference once as a delegate with my colleague Uğur Emin Baynal , it is 

 an incredible honor to serve as this year’s Secretary General along with esteemed Academic and 

 Organization Teams. 

It is my utmost pleasure to welcome you all to the second annual session of Ankara Gazi Anatolian  

Highschool Model United Nations 2019. Gazi Anatolian Highschool is one of the greatest and most 

 rooted schools in Turkey in terms of both Academic and Social success. Obviously, being a student in 

 that kind of a school, makes me work harder and aim always the top. Reflecting this soul to our  

conference, I believe, turns it into a unique one in the MUN Society. Each committee and topic were  

selected in order to prepare for delegates a stage on which they can show their diplomatic skills even 

 on the most challenging situations throughout the conference. Despite many challenges waiting  

for the delegates, these challenges also teach participants how to make important decisions  

accordingly. 

The study guide you are holding in your hands is prepared for you to comprehensively study and  

understand the importance of history, and be ready for every single possibility that the topics  

could evolve into. Moreover, this academic work would not have been achieved without Ms. İl Deniz  

Ezgi Bayca and Mr. Uğur Ozan Baygeldi’s efforts and their invaluable contributions. I feel myself  

obliged to thank them for everything that they have done for this committee.  They have been  

working tirelessly, I admire their dedication and passion.  

 I suppose a brief feedback upon the committee would be beneficial for you in order to present solid  

solutions and debate voluminously. JCC: Stalingrad committee will tackle with Battle of Stalingrad as  

two cabinets, Nazi and Soviet. Our Under Secretaries General and Crisis Team will challenge you with  

their brilliant crisis ideas. Bear in mind that you are in a crisis committee thus, you should be ready 

 and productive in any way. Make decisions fast and wisely, that’s how it works. 

To conclude my words, I wish you all success and luck and as a last suggestion, don’t forget to study  

the study guide thoroughly. In any cases, feel free to contact me via efe_yasemin@yahoo.com 

Cordially, 

The Secretary General of GALMUN’19. 
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Letter from Under-Secretary-General  

 

   Prospective participants,   

I am İl Deniz Ezgi Bayca and I am a sophomore at Bestepe College. I have been  

attending conferences for 3 years now and it is my utmost honour and pleasure  

to serve you as an Under-Secretary-General responsible for the JCC:Stalingrad 

committee.   

 In the conference I will be responsible for the Hitler Cabinet because of my  

personal interest in Nazi Germany and Hitler.I believe you will be performing 

 your best in the conference and to do so you need an extensive knowledge on  

the matter. I tried my best to provide you with the necessary information  

however fountain of knowledge is an endless source.  I would be expecting the  

delegates to debate and decide upon delicate matters such as the condition of  

the troops and the battle ongoing. Delegates will be able to relive and change  

the history. Providing you are aware of the history and the certain mistakes, I  

believe you will be perfecting the history and bring the Third Reich a glorious  

victory.   

 Lastly, I want to thank to my co-USG for all the hard work in the process of  

making  this committee a great one. Also I would like to thank to the Secretary- 

General Yasemin Efe for giving me the opportunity of being in the academic  

team of such prestigious conference.   

 

Should you have any inquiries, please do not hesitate to contact me via:  

bidebide19@gmail.com   

 



  

 

 

 

Letter from Under-Secretary-General  

  

I’m Uğur Ozan Baygeldi and I am a sophomore at Bestepe College. I’ve been  

doing MUN for the past 3 years and it’ll be my honor to serve you as the  

UnderSecretary-General responsible for JCC: Stalingrad. 

 

 I’ll be dealing with the soviet side of the battle. Although I’ve prepared this  

guide to give you some information about the topic, nothing can beat a  

detailed personal research on the topic at hand. I suggest you to research  

related topics as well, as this committee is a joint crisis cabinet committee,  

anything can happen. I’ll be expecting you to take fast and accurate actions to  

repel the Nazi invasion and “establish the means of production”, I’m sure you  

will never let communism down. 

 

 Lastly I’d like to thank my co-USG İl Deniz Ezgi Bayca for her contribution and  

effort to create this committee and the Secretary-General Yasemin Efe for  

allowing me to be a part of this prestigious conference.  

 If you have any questions do not hesitate to contact me via:  

uobaygeldi@gmail.com 
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                        Introduction to the Committee 

JCC: Stalingrad   is   a   committee   filled   with   constant   decision    

making as it is a simulation of a period where world tension was high 

 as a result of the 2nd World War. The delegates are expected to take  

fast decisions to respond  to the other cabinet in order to succeed  

and defeat the other side.  

 

A.   NAZI GERMANY   

i. Hitler’s Rise to Power  

After the World War One, German Empire was defeated and Weimar Republic  

was established from the ruins of the German Empire. Germany was under the 

 harsh effects of the Treaty of Versailles. German people were in a very bad 

 situation. A soldier in the first war, Adolf Hitler, was really disturbed by the  

situation of the country. Adolf Hitler was a man with influential capabilities and  

many ideas. Hitler had embraced the thought of national socialism, even in his 

 earlyages, he was calling himself as Völkisch which is a word nationalist  

germans created in order to not use non-german words and of course, was  

furiously hating the new growing idea of communism. Once, Hitler met  

someone who was going to be his mentor afterwards. He created the  

connections with the most important people in Hitler’s new regime and taught  

him everything he knew. Young Hitler was full of ambition and ideas, he shaped  

them in order to fulfill Hitler’s dreams. The inner circle of Hitler’s cabinet was  

forming itself. Hitler was ready to take the power but with the failed elections  

one after another it seemed impossible. Hitler planned a coup with his closest  

friends. He used the policeforces SS&SA and the Gestapo.  In the middle of the 

 night they took action, everything was going according to the plan. However,  



when Hitler was shot, all of a sudden, police forces withdrew. Hitler and his  

friend Rudolf Hess was imprisoned .In the trials, Hitler never tried to prove his  

innocence even though he was accused with treason. He made really long and   

impressive speeches and actually succeeded by influencing everyone in the  

court room and he was released by the decision of the court. Hess was not so  

lucky after all and killed in the prison by a bullet. After there lease Hitler gained  

a lot of popularity and tried elections again.       

Although they have gained some seats in the parliament it was not enough and  

seen as a clear defeat by Hitler.  In 1929, world has entered to a great recession  

after the collapse of the Wall Street stock market. Germany was affected more  

than many since because of the Treaty of Versailles Germany’s burden was  

even more. Hitler and his beloved friend Joseph Goebbels who later on was  

going to be Reich Minister of Propaganda started to do propaganda against     

 the government and how well they could govern the supreme nation of  

Germany and the supreme people of Germany. Hitler believed as the richest  

part was the Jewish people, Jewish were the main cause of the problem and  

were needed to be taken care of.   

 

ii.   Treaty of Versailles  

Treaty of Versailles is the document to ratify the end of the war for both parties  

in June 28, 1919. The treaty was mainly discussed by the Allied forces to re- 

assign German borders and charge Germany with war reparations. It was made  

up of 15 parts and as a  summary these parts included main objectives of  

establishment of League of Nations and  ban of Germany from it until 1926,  

new boundaries for Germany by giving up on certain crucial points such a  

Alsace-Lorraine and Eupen-Malmedy and lastly but most importantly             



drastic scales of demilitarization in Germany. Furthermore, by this treaty  

Germany took full responsibility for the losses and damages of the Allied  

forces. Consequently, this treaty was a true burden for Germany and its people.  

There was a strict enforcement of the treaty on Germany for five years. After  

that, France initiated the modification of the provisions. German agreed on  

paying the reparations under the Dawes Plan which is an U.Sand British         

 payment plan for Germany and the Young Plan which is a further plan of  

action for Germany however with the Great Depression, the Young Plan had  

hard time coming to reality and with  Adolf Hitler taking the power, on 1933  

treaty was not ratified by Germany.   

B.  World War Two  

i.    Partition of Austria (Anschluss)  

Hitler was decisive on the point that eastern countries were crucial and needed 

 to be acquired by the Third Reich because of the German population living  

among these countries.  In 1933, Hitler withdrew from the League of Nations 

 and started the armament process, it was a predictable step considering his 

 thoughts about the treaty being a disgrace to the  German people.   

In 1938, Hitler annexed Austria and created the Anschluss -the German- 

Austrian Union- because of the ideal of his consisting the German unification  

and the invitation from the Austrian Chancellor, leader of the Austrian Nazi  

Party, for the German army to occupy Austria and proclaim a union with  

Germany.The Great Britain or France was alarmed but did not respond to this 

 annexation. However, they were alarmed by the situation because of          

Germany’s expansion.  

  

 



ii.   the Munich Agreement (September, 1938)  

Hitler turned its eyes to Czechoslovakia and large population Sudeten Germans  

in the country. He wanted superior race of German store unite with their  

homeland. Czechoslovakia trusted its allies Britain and France for military  

assistance however they were less than willing to get into a military conflict  

with Germany. Even though Czechoslovakia had another ally, the Soviet Union,  

neither Czechoslovaks nor Soviets were willing to cooperate in this issue.  

Britain and France tried to negotiate with Germany on the topic. There had  

been a meeting to listen Germany’s demands in Godesberg. They prepare a  

proposal for Hitler but it was not accepted and he had stiffened demands such 

 as the evacuation of Czechoslovaks from the area.   

Since Britain was trying to avoid a possible war, Chamberlain, the prime  

minister of the Great Britain offered a four-power conference in Munich.  

Negotiations settled with the proposal of Benito Mussolini. Britain and France 

accepted the offer, Czechoslovakia was not consulted although they submitted 

 the proposal. Eventually, Sudetenland was acquired by Germany with the  

promise of not invading the rest of the country. Sudetenland was annexed     

 in October 1938.   

 

iii.   Nazi-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact  

Motives of Germany was, in fact, quite simple while negotiating for the pact. It  

was to eliminate a possible soviet intervention on east wing. While battling  

with the West was a possibility, Hitler knew he should not take the risk the war  

with the USSR. The articles of the pact was as follows:  

-a strict non-violence policy between states   

-promise of non-inclusion to any third party involvement with states and/or  



alliances.  

-on the matters that relates to any of the parties, consultation to each other is  

a must.  

-pact is valid for 10 years, with an automatic extension of 5 years if there is no  

notice for termination 1 year prior.  

As an addition to this pact, there was a secret part of it where the parties  

shared the lands of East European countries such as Poland.  

 

iv.   Invasion of Poland  

The invasion was a necessity for Germany and was planned earlier. In order to               

legitimize the invasion by showing the real intention of Polish, Germany had  

the Operation  Himmler. This operation was mainly for the intention of an  

uprising against Hitler and Germany from Polish. Invasion of Poland happened  

after a week from ratification of Nazi-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact. Hitler used 3  

main routes for the invasion. It was successful and was done in a month. Hitler  

knew, they need to be quick since this will likely be involving British and French  

forces. Even though he nearly used ⅔ of his panzer troops, he positioned rest  

to the western border against French. As expected Britain and France              

declared war on Germany.   

v.    Western Front  

After the war erupt with the invasion, Hitler was longing the victory of Poland 

 on French and British. Due to some inconveniences plans has been postponed.  

The months following Britain saw no military action and this period called  

Phoney War. With the crashing of a German plane in Belgium plan was  

rethought. Hitler seek the advice of General Erich von Manstein, Manstein  

acknowledged the Maginot line was formidable so advised Hitler to attack  



through Belgium and Holland then attack directly to France. The Allies would       

 not be expecting the the attack and Blitzkrieg (lightning war) technique  

shall be used. Although this plan was really risky and opposed by many since 

 the equipments of Germany were altered by the Allied forces’. Nonetheless, 

 Hitler gave his approval and trusted the strategy. Strategy have been  

successful. An armistice was signed in 1940. Clauses of armistice was merely  

about demilitarization, demobilization of French army and occupation of  

France by Germany. After Battle of France, Battle of Britain started, German  

fought mainly with Luftwaffe. British acquired and developed new defense  

systems. Battle continued for 4 months and resulted with the British victory. 

 

  vi.   Operation Barbarossa  

The operation originally named Operation Fritz is the German invasion of the  

USSR in 1941. After the Nazi-Soviet non-aggression pact Hitler was pleased  

what he acquired. However, by the time the USSR started to invade Eastern  

Europe and started to have the borders with Romania whose oil fields are the  

supply for Germany. Hitler’s anti-Bolshevism  thoughts had risen dramatically.  

Hitler and his generals planned to start the operation in mid-May but with the  

sudden priority of getting Yugoslavia and Greece it was delayed to June. Hitler  

and his generals believed that Red Army can be defeated. The operation  

started on June 22,1941 with three main army groups. One of them              

 march towards Baltic states and Leningrad, one went to south of Poland  

through Ukraine to capture Black Sea and Sea of Azov, and the last but the  

most important one from the center towards Moscow. The operation at this  

scale took Soviets by surprize and Red Army caught unprepared and partially  

demobilized. Initially operation was very successful even the southern front  



went 300 miles to Minsk. Even though it was going well, disagreements        

 between the Füher and Ober kommando des Heeres (OKH) which is the  

German High Command slowed down the process. While OKH was defending 

 the idea of getting Moscow as main objective, Führer was in the belief of the  

main objective should be Caucasus and Ukraine.  Winter was coming and  

posing a great threat for the Wehrmacht.   

 

 

a. Siege of Leningrad 

 

Army Group North of Wehrmacht passed through Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia  

to reach Leningrad, a city of 3 million. In the late summer of 1941, civilians  

living in Leningrad did preparations for a possible battle. On August 31  

Wehrmacht took the city of Mga and cut the railway connection. A week later  

to cut roadway connection, Wehrmacht went for Shlisselburg. On September 8,  

only connection with the outside world was Lake Lakoda which will be named  

as “Road of Life” during the siege. Firstly Hitler’s plan was to attack and take  

the city, nonetheless he changed his mind considering letting people starve to  

death was a much better choice. Undersupplied people have suffered and  

forced to eat despicable things such as petroleum jelly, pigeons and household  

pets. More than 2000 people was arrested because of cannibalism. By the time  

Luftwaffe was bombing the city and was killing 50.000 men. However  

starvation was killing more than 100.000 per month. In early 1942, Soviets  

rescued 500.000 men through Road of Life. Siege is causing many problems to   

Soviets which grants German a great advantage.  

 



b.  Motives of Germany in Battle of Stalingrad  

Main aim was to reach Moscow. However, cutting the Soviet transport links  

from south and reaching oil fields of the Caucasus were important objectives.  

Previous victories and the advantage of the German army were the fuel for  

soldiers. Stalingrad was an important battle to fight since it would have  

devastating effects by discouraging Soviets in case of a failure. Taking the city  

with the name of the Supreme Leader would honour us in the battle  we are  

giving on Anti-Bolshevism. 

 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics  

  

The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics is a nation that came into existence out  

of requirement and not out of political views, although political views played a  

huge role in keeping the USSR alive. The structure of USSR is based on councils  

of workers, soldiers, and peasants called Soviets. This structure leads to a  

nation governed by the very people that keeps the nation alive by farming,  

building industrial buildings, working in the industry, and nearly all the actions  

that benefits the nation as well as themselves. 

 

i. February Revolution 

The February Revolution is accepted as the first step in the Russian Revolution 
  
as it was the first action taken against the corrupt and incompetent tsarist 
 
regime. People were against the rule of Tsar Nicholas II due to the controversial 
 
decisions taken during the World War I and the constant dissolvement of  
 
dumas, which are elected legislative bodies that were created as a solution to  
 



the constant request to vote and elect a leader by the general public. The  
 
Russian economy and thus the well being of citizens was also going downhill.  
 
On 23rd of February 1917 (8thof March N.S.) riots struck out in Petrograd,  
 
people ran to the streets to riot and with one thing in mind, they were going to  
 
overthrow the tsar. The police force got involved but they were not effective,  
 
the tsar had no option but to use the army. The army was sent to slow down  
 
the riots and settle the situation, however the army changed sides after  
 
Nicholas II dissolved the dumas once again. It was evident that the people had  
enough with this regime. On 2nd of March (15th N.S.) the tsar abdicated the  
 
throne to a provisional government under the rule of Prince Georgy Lvov. 
 

ii. Bolshevik Party  
  
The Bolshevik Party was founded in 1912 by Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov (Lenin),  
 
formerly it was a subgroup of the Russian Social-Democratic Workers Party.  
 
The party was formed due to Lenin’s idea of a party that is strictly organized  
 
and parallel to his adaptation of Communism, also known as Marxist-Leninism  
 
or Leninism. Lenin was an influential man that wanted nothing but the best for  
 
the Russian State, he believed that without proper intervention his actions  
 
would not yield a desirable outcome, we could say that he was somewhat  
 
authoritarian. His main fear was to see a nation that is content with what they  
 
have, instead of striving to achieve more and improve their life standards.  
 
These two points create the main idea of Leninism, a ‘subgenre’ of communism  



 
but still different in it’s own way. In other words Leninism is a highway with  
 
guide rails along the sides while Communism is a dirt road, even though they  
 
both lead to the same place Leninism will reach that place faster and safer due  
 
to organization and guidance. To sum it all up we can say that Leninism is  
 
Communism but with some guidance to put the cart on the right track. 
 
 

iii. October Revolution  
  
The Great October Socialist Revolution is the second and last part of the         
      
Russian Revolution. It is the combination of riots and armed actions that lead to  
 
the end of Russian Provisional Government and the start of a bright future, a  
 
future in which the people had equal rights, and were treated as the human  
 
being they are. Lenin, with his friends from the Bolshevik Party and some men  
 
from the Petrograd Soviet, organized a coup against Georgy Lvov. Main motive  
 
behind this coup was to create a better country to live in for the workers, and  
 
people in general, which are the same as the motives behind the February  
 
Revolution.  
 

iv.  World War II  
  

 Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact  
 
Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact was the name of the agreement made          
 
between the Third Reich and the USSR on 23rd of August 1939. Signed              
 



between the People's Commissar Vyacheslav Mikhailovich Molotov        
 
( Вячеслав Михайлович Молотов) representing the Soviet Union and Reich          
 
Minister of Foreign Affairs Ulrich Friedrich Wilhelm Joachim Freiherr von           
 
Ribbentrop. Articles of the agreement is as follows:  
  
Article I. Both High Contracting Parties obligate themselves to desist           
 
from any act of violence, any aggressive action, and any attack on each other,               
 
either individually or jointly with other Powers.   
  
Article II. Should one of the High Contracting Parties become the            
 
object of belligerent action by a third Power,the other High Contracting Party      
         
shall in no manner lend its support to this third Power.   
  
Article III. The Governments of the two High Contracting Parties shall in the  
 
future maintain continual contact with one another for the purpose of              
 
consultation in order to exchange information on problems affecting their           
 
common interests. 
 
 Article IV. Should disputes or conflicts arise between the  High Contracting  
 
Parties shall participate in any grouping of Powers whatsoever that is directly 
 
 or indirectly aimed at the other party.   
 
Article V. Should disputes or conflicts arise between the High           
 
Contracting Parties over problems of one kind or another, both parties shall             
 
settle these disputes or conflicts exclusively through friendly exchange of           
 



opinion or, if necessary, through the establishment of arbitration commissions.   
  
Article VI. The present Treaty is concluded for a period of ten years,              
 
with the proviso that, in so far as one of the High Contracting Parties does not                 
 
advance it one year prior to the expiration of this period, the validity of this                
 
Treaty shall automatically be extended for another five years.   
  
Article VII. The present treaty shall be ratified within the shortest            
 
possible time. The ratifications shall be exchanged in Berlin. The Agreement            
 
shall enter into force as soon as it is signed.  
  
 
However, there were more articles that were kept secret. Mainly the     
        
hidden articles were used to distribute land and draw borders between the two              
 
forces in case of a war that would let both sides to increase their ruling areas.                 
 
Here are the articles that were to be kept as a secret: 
 
Article I. In the event of a territorial and political rearrangement in the              
 
areas belonging to the Baltic States (Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania), the            
 
northern boundary of Lithuania shall represent the boundary of the spheres of             
 
influence of Germany and U.S.S.R. in this connection the interest of Lithuania             
 
in the Vilna area is recognized by each party.   
  
Article II. In the event of a territorial and political rearrangement of the              
 
areas belonging to the Polish state, the spheres of influence of Germany and              
 
the U.S.S.R. shall be bounded approximately by the line of the rivers Narev,              



 
Vistula and San. The question of whether the interests of both parties make              
 
desirable the maintenance of an independent Polish States and how such a             
 
state should be bounded can only be definitely determined in the course of              
 
further political developments. In any event both Governments will resolve           
 
this question by means of a friendly agreement.   
  
Article III. With regard to Southeastern Europe attention is called by            
 
the Soviet side to its interest in Bessarabia. The German side declares its              
 
complete political disinterestedness in these areas.   
 
Article IV. This protocol shall be treated by both parties as strictly  secret. 
 

Invasion of Poland  

  

One week after the signing of Molotov-Ribbentrop Agreement on 1st           

of September 1939 the Third Reich decided to invade the city of Poland. The               

way the achieved this is by first sending in Nazi S.S. troops disguised as               

Polish troops to “invade” the german border one day prior to the invasion,              

destroying buildings and claiming that Poland was the first one to act violently              

hence justifying the Nazi invasion as a defensive act. However, neither United             

Kingdom nor France believed this excuse and declared war on the Third             

Reich, starting the 2nd World War. The German troops were advancing the             

Polish land at an incredible rate due to the lack of general mobilization. One               

week in, the Nazi troops were already in the outskirts of Warsaw, however, the               

Nazi troops were not going further at least not at the incredible rate they were                

going before. This all changed when the Soviets decided to invade Poland on              



17th of September according to the hidden articles of the Molotov-Ribbentrop            

Pact. Not being able to deal with the seemingly unending troops of both sides               

the Warsaw garrison fell on 28th of September. On the same day both sides               

concluded their invasion by signing an agreement to outline their occupation. 

 

Operation Barbarossa  

 On 22nd of June 1941 the Third Reich launched the invasion of USSR   

under the codename Operation Barbarossa, originally named Operation Fritz.          

This included 150 Nazi divisions totaling up to 3 million men, 19 of those               

divisions were panzer divisions and in total the operation had access to             

roughly 3000 tanks, 7000 artillery pieces and 2500 aircraft. Which was the             

largest and most powerful army in the history of mankind. This army only got               

stronger after the Fins and Romanians supported Germany with more than 30             

divisions. Initially planned for mid-May 1941 the invasion of Yugoslavia and            

Greece forced the Third Reich to postpone the operation. This postponement            

and the Russian winter coming early that year created an environment that was              

nothing but favourable for the German troops. Nevertheless, Adolf Hitler and            

the Nazi generals believed that they had enough time to beat the Red Army               

before the piercing cold of the Russian winter arrived, which, they later             

learned, was not the case at all. The Germans had correctly assumed the              

number of troops in the Red Army yet they failed to take the power of unity                 

the Soviets had. So the Third Reich started the invasion, they had 3 main               

groups attacking from 3 different sides of the USSR. The first group was              

responsible for the attack from the north, this group struck from East Prussia              

and was aiming for Leningrad. The group for the attacks from the south side               

was accompanied by an armored group and was responsible for advancing            

from Poland to Kiev. The last group was accompanied by 2 armored groups              

and was aiming straight for Moscow Even though at the start there were roughly  



150 divisions in the western parts of the USSR, by late August there               

were 200 new divisions created by the Soviets. This created an army that was               

seemingly unending as the Nazis kept on fighting new soldiers that were             

constantly flooding their fronts. The ability to create divisions out of thin air              

followed by some internal disagreements in the Nazi side lead to the failure of               

the operation. However this would not be their last attempt. 

 

Siege of Leningrad  

Siege of Leningrad was started during Operation Barbarossa on 8th of  

September 1941. The Germans together with the Fins managed to cut of vital  

supply lines of the city of Leningrad despite the precautions taken by  

Leningraders, which included building anti tank fortifications along the  

borders. Most of the casualties were by starvation and lack of access to  

healthcare as the supply lines were cut, another big contributor to the  

casualties was the constant bombardment by the German air force. Residents  

were burning books and furniture to stay warm. Hunger became such a problem  

that residents were scraping off the wallpaper paste, which is made  

out of potatoes, to eat, moreover the lack of food resorted in people turning  

into cannibals and eating the flesh of the deceased. This cannibalism issue  

required a special police force to solve. The current situation is not looking  

bright for the future of Leningrad although the Soviet unity will push through  

these dark days. 
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